
Policy: S21 Villages

Consultee ID: 41 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Agreed as vital this continues at the locations listed.

Change To Policy:

Sustainable development only at rural locations with such facilities will be the future objective.

Individual

Consultee ID: 73 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 84 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 85 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

There is outrage in local villages at your proposed wholesale destruction of the unique nature of local villages by imposing excessive development.

Change To Policy:

Do not destroy charming Devon villages and surrounding farmland just for a quick monetary gain.  Once lost this farmland can never be regained.

Individual

Consultee ID: 91 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Dawlish Learning PartnershipConsultee ID: 189 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 214 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

The strategy works against this policy by encouraging large scale development in rural villages.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Holcombe Residents AssociationConsultee ID: 249 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

S21 (Villages) – why is Holcombe not included in the list of villages, especially as it appears to meet the criteria (more so than some other villages that have been 
named)?  It is not clear whether Holcombe gets included in S17 (Dawlish) or S22 (Countryside).  Whatever is eventually decided, we believe that the Holcombe 
village envelope should be preserved in line with the plan to keep other village envelopes.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 356 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 384 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Exminster Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 404 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Despite the fact Exminster Parish is as large as a small town, it is grouped with all ‘villages’ and, as such, no comment is made on the existing infrastructure for any 
of those villages whereas there is a lot of detail, albeit at a strategic level, on the main development areas.

Infrastructure
Over the past 20 years very little  investment has been made to improve village  infrastructure such as indoor and outdoor sports facilities or a community centre 
commensurate with a population of close on 4,000 or proper youth facilities. The Pre-School building is far too small for the current population and will not be able 
to cope with demands of new families moving to the Linden Homes development. The Primary School is landlocked and the facilities are far behind what would be 
expected in the 21st century despite all the efforts of the teachers, parents and governors.

Our understanding of the wants and needs of Exminster Village residents 
EPC undertook a Village Appraisal in 2000 - with questions on housing, health, education, employment and social structure - the very clear response to further 
development of Exminster was a resounding NO!

When talking about the quality of people's lives living in Exminster – residents were asked why did they remain in or move to Exminster?
- Because it offered something outside of Exeter
- The community had its own identity
- It was a friendly close community
- Attractive village location

In March 2003, 1,200 individual forms of objection were handed in at County Hall opposing the proposed change to the Draft Structure Plan. These residents 
confirmed that they did not want Exminster to become part of Exeter in any way.

In 2011, over 1,200 residents in the Village (population 3,800) wrote or emailed letters of protest to TDC regarding the proposed development by Bellway Homes to 
build 65 houses on Land at Sentry’s Farm which is situated outside of the village boundary on best quality farmland.  It would seem therefore that there is still a 
very strong feeling by the majority of the residents of Exminster Village that they want their village to remain a village and do not want to see new housing 
developments being built which are not required to meet the local needs of the village and inevitably would put extra pressure on the already over stretched 
infrastructure.  

Implications for Exminster
The implications for Exminster of the proposed South West of Exeter Urban Expansion have not been addressed in any way in the Core Strategy.  Bearing in mind 
that the residents of Exminster have clearly expressed that they wish Exminster to remain a village (and that this has also been identified as being the plan within 
the Core Strategy) and that they do not wish Exminster to become part of Exeter, how can this possibly be achieved by doubling the number of houses in the Parish 
without identifying how the new housing and the existing community would interact?  There are already issues within Exminster Village relating to the existing 
infrastructure.  Education, Health Care, Recreation, Parking, Traffic are currently at breaking point even before the additional 300 new homes with 800 new 

Organisation
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residents are built at Milbury Reach.

We are concerned that this proposed large-scale development on the edge of Exeter will take all new investment for the foreseeable future. This really is not 
acceptable.  

The Core Strategy needs to include a provision for Exminster Village making the position clear about the limits of future development and how the infrastructure of 
the Village is to be brought up to scratch.

Change To Policy:

Teignmouth & Dawlish RamblersConsultee ID: 406 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 446 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teigngrace Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16566 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Teigngrace is in need of some development, and the loss of Village status will not help this. The village needs more affordable / local people linked housing. This 
would make our village more sustainable in all sorts of ways making it easier to keep the limited and valuable facilities we have in the village.
Teignbridge appear to be looking to make Teigngrace in its whole a country park, we need a more diverse community with broader spread of age ranges.

We do not see any reference to a car park for the people that are being encouraged to use the path ways around this area. We can foresee the road through the 
village being parked on making it more dangerous than ever. The proposed new road will cause a few problems, We are not convinced that the new open country 
side title will help us. Away from our area there are some new primary schools to be built but no mention of secondary provision. If all the proposed houses are 
filled the existing schools will be over full. Far too many houses proposed.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Bishopsteignton Parish Council
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Bishopsteignton Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16570 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The following settlements are defined as villages, having close access to a shop, public house, village hall, school, and daily public transport services; 
Abbotskerswell, Bickington, Bishopsteignton, Broadhempston, Chudleigh Knighton, Cockwood, Denbury, Doddiscombsleigh, Exminster, Ide, Ipplepen, Kennford, 
Kenton, Liverton, Shaldon/Ringmore, Starcross, Stokeinteignhead, Tedburn St Mary.

Changes in the provision of village services will be monitored and may lead to this list being reviewed.

These defined villages will be appropriate locations for limited development, within defined village envelopes, which meets their social and economic needs, 
protects their rural character and is consistent with the need to minimise travel.
Emphasis will be on the provision  of affordable housing, employment, services, facilities, environmental enhancements and to small scale development brought 
forward through Neighbourhood Plans.

The plan focuses development on the urban areas as the most sustainable locations for new residents and workers. Therefore there are no specific proposals in this 
plan for the villages. Instead, subject to retaining their local services, small scale proposals which meet local needs and conform with the policy should continue to 
come forward. The list above is subject to further assessment. The Local Plan Proposals Map defines village envelopes, and those are not proposed to be altered at 
this stage for the villages listed above, although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined. Villages and hamlets which are not referred to in this 
policy (including a number referred to in the Local Plan) are defined as open countryside, with no village envelopes applying and to which the next policy provides 
relevant guidance.

Note:
1. The inserted wording "within defined village envelopes" clarifies an otherwise ambiguity regarding location of potential development. 
2. The withdrawal of the wording "although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined" also avoids an ambiguity which appears to be in conflict 
with the earlier part of the sentence.
3. Neighbourhood Plans should identify any potential exception sites together with the social business reasons relevant to the community in each case.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Ogwell Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16576 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

We query why Ogwell as a village of 3000 inhabitants is not specifically noted in S15 Villages and trust that if this is an omission it may be corrected within the final 
draft.

Change To Policy:

Specifically state Ogwell as a Village within the document

Organisation
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Consultee ID: 19049 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The policy supports those larger villages that have schools etc but there is no protection for villages such as Combeinteignhead and hamlets such as Netherton and 
Haccombe once the AGLV designation is removed.

Change To Policy:

Villages with at least  say 30 dwellings should be classified as such and local village envelopes encouraged. The AGLV should be re-instated to protect the more rural 
communities.

Individual

Broadhempston Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 20020 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

In the previous Teignbridge Local Plan, there was an identification of Broadhempston’s exclusivity and uniqueness as it had been singled out. The village has now 
simply been grouped together with other villages. The Parish Council would like to retain the policy from the previous Local Plan, with the presumption against 
development unless specified criteria are fully met.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20541 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21231 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Dunchideock Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16594 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation
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Change To Policy:

Shaldon Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16599 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This section refers directly to Shaldon and we support the statements made therein, particularly the emphasis on the use of Neighbourhood Plans in bringing 
forward appropriate development. We envisage that our response to this consultation will form the basis from which our Neighbourhood Plan can evolve.

We welcome the statement that village envelopes are not proposed to be altered and we wish to retain our village envelope as defined in the previous October 
1996 Teignbridge Local Plan. We would like to comment on the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) Sites which are not included in the Core 
Strategy Document but have been used as technical evidence to inform its preparation. All the SHLAA sites are outside the village envelope in Shaldon and we see 
these sites purely as aspirations for future development by local landowners and without merit for development.

We recognise the need to provide affordable housing and are looking for sites available within the village envelope. We recognise that exception sites for 
affordable housing may be proposed outside the village envelope but we believe that any such exception sites must be small scale owing to the problems of 
sustainability due to the nature of the unclassified roads serving Shaldon and Ringmore.

We wish to see no change to the Conservation Areas we have within the village envelope since they were recently reviewed and adopted in 2008.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 16601 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teignmouth Harbour CommissionConsultee ID: 16692 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 16984 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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The impact of the plan on villages on major routes has been ignored as has flood prevention schemes

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17125 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Bickington has been allowed to die over the last 15 years, and now needs say 30 new houses to keep it alive. There are several in-fill sites in the village including my 
own land at Bickington Manor which could be developed, and I would like this included in the new plan.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17197 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The suggested policy of hoping  villages will  bring forward small scale plans is like expecting turkeys to vote for Christmas.  Why?  Our villages have become the 
preserves of the affluent retired and  second homes owners whose houses  are rarely occupied .  These residents are highly articulate and a force to be reckoned 
with.    They are no longer the countryside ‘villages’ of old but more akin to exclusive retirement dormitories /cloistered villages  with  little or no affordable 
housing. The blue collar worker has been driven out and with it their young.  These people do not want such housing  but still have the need for their occupiers to 
employ as cleaners, gardeners, tradespeople and ‘handy-persons’.   I would argue :  That each village parish council should be required to formulate  at least one 
development proposal,  the number of homes being  based on a percentage of their population/housing.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17211 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17230 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teign Estuary Transition
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Teign Estuary TransitionConsultee ID: 17264 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

The Church Commissioners For EnglandConsultee ID: 17301 Agent: Strutt & Parker LLP

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

These representations are submitted on behalf of The Church Commissioners for England, who own land in and around the village of Ide. Representations were 
submitted on the Issues and Alternative Options Paper in September 2010, requesting that the Council does not prevent new development in the rural areas of the 
District.

We are pleased to see that the Council propose to adopt a settlement hierarchy approach to development in the District during the next plan period (which is set 
out in Policy S4). Whilst no new housing sites are proposed to be allocated outside of the main towns, a number of villages that have access to shops and services 
have been identified as having potential for limited additional development where this meets local social and economic needs. In particular, the Council are 
enabling local communities in the rural areas to decide what type of new development they would like to see in the villages, and where it might go (set out in Policy 
S21). This accords with the spirit of localism and, as such, is supported by the Church Commissioners. Policy S23 goes further to support the preparation of 
Neighbourhood Plans, which would provide a method for delivering development in the villages.  This policy is also supported, and the Church Commissioners 
would be keen to work with Ide Parish Council to deliver housing in the village.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17344 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Stokeinteignhead does not have daily transport. The bus comes twice a week

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17352 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17362 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

The policy sounds fine, but the plans do not adhere to this policy. The separation between Newton Abbout and Abbotskerswell and Kingskerswell will be relatively 
small, effectively making these villages part of Greater Newton Abbot.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17372 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

My client wishes to support the policies and proposals of the draft Core Strategy in particular Policies S21 and WE5 that relate to the spatial strategy for the villages 
of Teignbridge (including Bickington) and the provision of affordable housing on rural exceptions sites.

He looks forward to working with your officers in the near future in respect of bringing forward an appropriate housing scheme for the village upon his land.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17380 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17417 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17450 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Combeinteignhead should be included in the list although we do not have close access to a shop, we are still a village in every way, the same as other villages listed

Individual
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Change To Policy:

include Combeinteignhead

Chudleigh & District Amenity SocietyConsultee ID: 17451 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Bovey Climate ActionConsultee ID: 17456 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17459 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17460 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17464 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17466 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I wish to add my comments to the S21 in the document which defines -villages which will be appropriate locations for limited development , to be -within defined 
village envelopes ,- by inserting the wording -'defined village envelopes' it should clarify the importance of the wording which would be taken out of context 
regarding the proximity of the location of potential development.

Also in 2.42: Concern's are where it states-;'although in some cases new settlements new settlements will need to be defined 'this seems to contradict the earlier 
part of the paragraph. 

As in S22 Countryside

In open country side ,development will be strictly managed, and limited uses to which are necessary to meet the overall aim set out above, in assessing the 
development proposals, particular account will be taken of:

f) the distinctive characteristics and qualities of the landscape character area,

I am therefore very concerned as regards to the continued protection of the undeveloped and character of coastal areas as defined as the preservation areas . In 
particular the area of Great Landscape Value such as the Teign estuary.

I note the core Strategy poorly shows any protection of this outstanding area which must be preserved from any  development this is one of Teignbridge's assets, 
which is far to valuable an asset to make a fast 'buck' for any developer - this environment is for us and many future generations to enjoy .the next generation will 
not thank us if we don't preserve it for them ,where ever we live in Teignbridge.

Change To Policy:

Councillor

Consultee ID: 17506 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

When Simon Thorley came to a meeting in Bishopsteignton on 23 January, he said that the ‘village envelopes’ would continue. When I commented that these were 
not in the draft Core Strategy, Simon said that they would be brought forward from the 1996 Plan later and incorporated in the Core Strategy.
I see in para 2.42 It states that: The Local Plan Proposals Map defines village envelopes, and these are not proposed to be altered at this stage for the villages listed 
above, although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined.

Please can you confirm when this will be done and how the public will be given the opportunity to comment on the proposed changes.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17518 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17537 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17547 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17549 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17564 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17638 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17642 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

The words "at this stage" in 2.42 are too vague. The village envelopes are not defined in this document.

Change To Policy:

The village envelopes need to be defined in this document and not by reference to an out of date plan. The strategy should state that the village envelopes will not 
be altered other than by a neighbourhood plan during the period to which the Core Strategy applies.

Individual

Sustainable BishopsteigntonConsultee ID: 18499 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Galliford TryConsultee ID: 18645 Agent: Savills

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We consider that, whilst Policy S21 does not allocate specific suitable sites for residential development at villages, the Policy should allocate strategic housing 
numbers to the rural villages in order to meet the existing housing needs in these areas.

We would again emphasise that the various development needs of the Teignbridge villages must be addressed and this will need to be ensured through the 
allocation, albeit limited, of strategic housing growth spread across the villages identified under Policy S21.

There is no reason why further development cannot go to other sustainable locations in the District outside of the main settlements e.g. villages like Abbotskerswell 
with public transport links and a reasonable level of services. Abbotskerswell, should be identified as a settlement within Teignbridge where there should be an 
element of growth commensurate with its existing role and function. To deny such growth would directly act against delivery of housing to meet identified housing 
needs.

Organisation
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In relation to the current housing needs of Abbotskerswell, a Local Housing Needs Report for the Parish was undertaken by The Community Council of Devon and 
completed in March 2010. It identified a need for 11 affordable homes for the village over the next five years and recommended that these be provided within the 
parish. The report identified a need for four rented homes and 7 shared ownership properties. The need was primarily for two bed units, but the report 
recommended a mixture of two and three bed units, along with one four bed shared ownership home.

Assuming a lack of available land within the existing village, provision of affordable housing to meet the identified need will be provided by way of an exception site 
for 100% affordable housing or through a small housing development incorporating a percentage of affordable units. The former obviously relies on a landowner 
willing to forego an element of hope value accruing from the possibility of open market units being provided on the site. Understandably, the more common 
delivery mechanism is for the affordable units to be provided as part of a larger housing scheme.

Therefore, the Council should consider the allocation of housing between the villages identified in Policy S21 to reflect the sustainability of certain villages in terms 
of accessibility, range of services and location. In particular, we consider that Policy S21 should allocate a higher level of growth to Abbotskerswell to reflect the 
potential for self containment to increase in the village.

Abbotskerswell has a population of over 1,500. It is located 2 km south of Newton Abbot which provides access to a range of regional facilities as well as mainline 
rail services. Abbotskerswell is considered to be the closest and best connected to the principal urban area of Newton Abbot.

The village is served by a number of bus services including service numbers 177 and X64 which connect the village to Newton Abbot, Totnes and Kingskerswell. 
Regular bus services (service number 12) are also available to Torquay from the centre of Newton Abbot.

In addition, of all the villages, Abbotskerswell has one of the highest range of services and facilities serving the local population. In terms of facilities, the following 
can be found in Abbotskerswell:
- Primary school 
- Pubs 
- General Store 
- Hairdressers 
- Beauty Salon 
- Vets 
- Café / Emporium 
- Church
- Sports Facilities including Cricket Club, recreation ground with football field, tennis court and skateboard park. 
- Allotments 
- Children's Play Area

The Council should reconsider the approach to Policy S21, and the distribution of residential development, to give priority to the most sustainable rural locations. It 
is vital that villages such as Abbotskerswell are given the opportunity to enhance their self containment and overall sustainability. We consider that Abbotskerswell 
should attract additional residential development, higher than the “limited development” currently stated in Policy S21, and the land north of the village (see 
enclosed site location plan) is the most appropriate site to accommodate the growth.
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Under the adopted Local Plan Proposals Maps the site falls within the designated “countryside” (Policy ENV4), due to the location outside, but adjacent to, the 
settlement boundary. However, the site does not fall within any statutory landscape designations.

Whilst the site is adjacent but outside the settlement boundary, it is considered that there are currently a lack of available sites within the village, and therefore it 
will be necessary to allocate sufficient land for future development on sites adjacent to the settlement boundary. By providing an extension to the north of the 
village, this will avoid putting pressure on the existing urban area to accommodate future residential development. PPS3 requires that sites for housing are suitable, 
available, achievable and therefore deliverable.

The site was put forward as part of the District Council Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment process, and the enclosed extract from the subsequent 
SHLAA Report (March 2010) shows the site as being suitable, available and achievable.

The site is located to the north west of the village and adjoins existing housing and some small scale employment floorspace at the Old Cider Works. Overall the site 
identified covers 3.6ha. Parts of the site are relatively steeply sloping and there is an element of localised flood risk with a small water course running through the 
site. We are also aware of some archaeological potential on the northern part of the site. The above factors, coupled with the identified need for affordable 
housing, points towards a small housing development of around 30-50 dwellings on the developable part of the site. The topography of the site is such that it 
relates back to the existing built form of the village. Development of the lower parts of the site will have negligible visual impact.

The site is closely located to local bus services, with the closest bus stop adjacent to the site on the A381. In addition, local services and facilities are within easy 
walking distance of the site. As a result, there are opportunities to reduce the need to travel and increase the self containment of Abbotskerswell through the 
allocation of future development.

In summary, we consider that:
- Abbotskerswell, should be identified as a settlement within Teignbridge where there should be an element of growth commensurate with its existing role and 
function. 
- The identified site (see enclosed site location plan) should be allocated as the most appropriate location to provide growth in the village, with an allocation for 
development comprising open market and affordable housing, public open space, community facilities and landscaping.

We request that the Council carefully consider the above comments in preparing the next draft of the Core Strategy, with particular attention to the level of 
housing allocated to the most sustainable villages such as Abbotskerswell, and the ability of land at The Old Cider Works to accommodate this growth.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 18662 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Councillor
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Consultee ID: 18929 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Councillor

(Cllr) Newton Abbot Town CouncilConsultee ID: 18934 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Potential for up to 600 new homes over 20 years in villages across Teignbridge(afordable homes focus ) via neighbourhood plans using preferred self build 
advantaging local economy

Change To Policy:

These 600m homes should be deducted from the current unsustainable focus on 9,000 new homes in the Heart of Teignbridge

Councillor

Consultee ID: 18948 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 19680 Agent: Preliminary Planning Professional

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

1. My client lives in one of the villages identified in this paragraph and has land he believes is suitable and available for development.
2. Paragraph 2.4.2 is imprecise about whether village envelope are to be altered as part of this process.
3. My client believes that there is a case for alterations to the village envelope of Cockwood to include his land within its and enable it to be brought forward for 
development.
4. It is submitted that this policy should be more conclusive on the above point.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20006 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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ensure that good reliable public transport is maintained or improved

Change To Policy:

Dawlish Community CollegeConsultee ID: 20052 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20341 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20343 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20368 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20369 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20375 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

"Limited development which meets their social and economic needs" - building 1,800 homes on our doorstep, industrial estates, ripping through local farmland as 
is proposed doesn't really meet our needs. It will turn Abbotskerswell into a suburb of Newton Abbot.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20379 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20382 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20389 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20392 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Trying to join Abbotskerswell to Newton Abbot as a suburb- will ruin it. Only winners with be the developers who are set to make a lot of money so what you have 
written above contradicts the plan accompanying this policy.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20395 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20398 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20402 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20410 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Important to sustain the above villages

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20524 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Dunchideock is missed out on every consultation

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20542 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20727 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20829 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Restriction of Development to the Village Envelope.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20849 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20855 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Too much growth concentrated on main central town of Newton abbot.

Change To Policy:

Villages want to be able to keep their local youngsters to help community survival. This can only be achieved by better public transport and affordable sustainable 
homes reserved for locals.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20858 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20859 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Broadhempston should retain a similar policy to H5 of the local plan and not simply be grouped together with other villages because of its special character, the 
greater majority of which is a conservation area.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20863 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20865 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20866 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

The village envelopes should not be amended during the plan period unless the change is included in a neighbourhood plan.The existing envelopes should be 
defined in the plan and not by reference to another document.  It is essential that the village is not lost as development increasingly starts to link it to Teignmouth.  
It is vital for the character of estuary to retain Bishopsteignton as a clearly defined village.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20873 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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I think this is in line with the majority of public opinion in villages

Change To Policy:

Park Holidays UKConsultee ID: 20947 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20949 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20963 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20964 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20965 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21002 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Relax some planning laws. People in Bishopsteignton should be renamed as the champions of NIMBY. Objections are lodged because they have nothing better to 
do with their lives.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21038 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

And the villages will welcome development that is sustainable within their expanding community.  What they will oppose is becoming dormitories to Newton Abbot 
and the closure of public services such as libraries that leave residents no choice but to travel to the larger retail centres which undermines the viability of the 
village shops etc.  This seems as good a place as any to have a go on the subject of libraries.  Teignbridge has decided to revamp the central library at a cost of 
£2.3million (I think). It has decided to make it an environmentally sustainable building to offset carbon emissions.  That is all very well except that by slashing rural 
libraries the residents of village communities have no choice but to go without or travel to the central library and I think it is a fairly safe bet that no-one at Devon 
County or TDC has added the extra carbon emissions from the extra journeys into their calculations.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21040 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21047 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Greener TeignConsultee ID: 21050 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21071 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Teignbridge state that there is no intention “to alter the village envelopes at this stage”  PLEASE ADD FOR GREATER CLARIFICATION the following  • the village 
envelopes should not be amended during the plan period unless the change is included in a neighbourhood plan • the existing envelopes should be defined in the 
plan and not by reference to another document

Individual

Consultee ID: 21085 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

My concern is that there are other rural settlements that may also benefit from the same develpment, particularly is it would then result in sufficient demand to 
maintain a school, open a village shop or improved bus service thus increasing sustainability. The definition criteria of 'village' is too rectrictive and threatens to 
become self-perpetuationg.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21090 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The manner in which houses were allocated to Cockwood indicates a poorly organised process.  I understand the process was more like a game of Monoploy rather 
than strategic planning

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21092 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Bishopsteignton cannot support future development in that it already has a traffic problem.  The village boundaries should be protected.  I do not want 
Kingsteinton extended or Teignmouth extended so that the boundary of Bishopsteignton is no longer distinct.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21108 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

In the case of Bishopsteignton you have a village that is nearly the size of a town. It does not have the infrastructure to support the population as it already exists, 
and any more development particularly outside the village envelope, and in areas designated coastal preservation area and area of great landscape value should 
not take place

Change To Policy:

some large villages such as Bishopsteignton are already at capacity and no further development should take place outside the village envelope

Individual

Consultee ID: 21109 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Development should only be allowed within village envelopes, separation between communities should be maintaned and infrastructure which is already weak in 
rural areas should be improved.

Change To Policy:

S21 Villages  The following settlements are defined as villages, having close access to a shop, public house, village hall, school, and daily public transport services; 
Abbotskerswell, Bickington, Bishopsteignton, Broadhempston, Chudleigh Knighton, Cockwood, Denbury, Doddiscombsleigh, Exminster, Ide, Ipplepen, Kennford, 
Kenton, Liverton, Shaldon/Ringmore, Starcross, Stokeinteignhead, Tedburn St Mary.  Changes in the provision of village services will be monitored and may lead to 
this list being reviewed.  These defined villages will be appropriate locations for limited development, within defined village envelopes, which meets their social and 
economic needs, protects their rural character and is consistent with the need to minimise travel. Emphasis will be on the provision of affordable housing, 
employment, services, facilities, environmental enhancements and to small scale development brought forward through Neighbourhood Plans.  The plan focuses 
development on the urban areas as the most sustainable locations for new residents and workers. Therefore there are no specific proposals in this plan for the 
villages. Instead, subject to retaining their local services, small scale proposals which meet local needs and conform with the policy should continue to come 
forward. The list above is subject to further assessment. The Local Plan Proposals Map defines village envelopes, and those are not proposed to be altered at this 
stage for the villages listed above, although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined.  Villages and hamlets which are not referred to in this 
policy (including a number referred to in the Local Plan) are defined as open countryside, with no village envelopes applying and to which the next policy provides 
relevant guidance.   Note: 1. The inserted wording “within defined village envelopes” clarifies an otherwise ambiguity regarding location of potential development. 
2. The withdrawal of the wording “although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined” also avoids an ambiguity which appears to be in conflict 
with the earlier part of the sentence.  3. Neighbourhood Plans should identify any potential exception sites together with the social/business reasons relevant to 
the community in each case.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21113 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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Support

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21117 Agent: Preliminary Planning Professional

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

There should be a recognition that within the plan period development proposals may come forward that are not necessarily within a Neignbourhood Plan

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21118 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21119 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21122 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21127 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21134 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21137 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21140 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

No further development should be permitted in Bishopsteignton other than single infill sites if development West of Teignbridge proceeds.

Change To Policy:

Bishopsteignton is excluded from S21 if any of TE1, 2 or 3 are implemented. No further development in the village will be premitted excepting single infill sites.

Individual

Haccombe Renewable Energy Community Interest CoConsultee ID: 21153 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21165 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21166 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Glad to see that development should be limited, but would like to see stronger wording on maintaining the present Coastal preservation areas and areas of 
landscape value.

Change To Policy:

(Cllr) Kingsteignton Town CouncilConsultee ID: 21169 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Councillor

Consultee ID: 21172 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21196 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21201 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

The term "small scale development" needs to be more precise.  Does it refer to number of houses per hectare, number of sites?

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21208 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

please protect the village envelope of Bishopsteignton and remember the importance of the Coastal Preservation Zone

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

PCL Planning LtdConsultee ID: 21236 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The dependence upon Neighbourhood Plans to be delivered via inappropriately funded Parish Councils is not considered appropriate with regard to the delivery of 
the objectives of this policy. Concern over the resources necessary to deliver this approach has also been expressed in the national planning press.

As an alternative the Council should consider the less resource hungry approach of working via Parish Councils to deliver a tested Allocations DPD for villages.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21252 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21308 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Ogwell? kingskerswell?

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21310 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21311 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21401 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

It is also noted that in the countryside there are potential ambiguities relating to development and the relationship with village envelopes. Consequently I would 
like to propose amendments to section S21 as set out

Change To Policy:

The following settlements are defined as villages, having close access to a shop, public house, village hall, school, and daily public transport services; 
Abbotskerswell, Bickington, Bishopsteignton, Broadhempston, Chudleigh Knighton, Cockwood, Denbury, Doddiscombsleigh, Exminster, Ide, Ipplepen, Kennford, 
Kenton, Liverton, Shaldon/Ringmore, Starcross, Stokeinteignhead, Tedburn St Mary.

Changes in the provision of village services will be monitored and may lead to this list being reviewed.

These defined villages will be appropriate locations for limited development, within defined village envelopes, which meets their social and economic needs, 
protects their rural character and is consistent with the need to minimise travel.
Emphasis will be on the provision of affordable housing, employment, services, facilities, environmental enhancements and to small scale development brought 
forward through Neighbourhood Plans.

The plan focuses development on the urban areas as the most sustainable locations for new residents and workers. Therefore there are no specific proposals in this 
plan for the villages. Instead, subject to retaining their local services, small scale proposals which meet local needs and conform with the policy should continue to 
come forward. The list above is subject to further assessment. The Local Plan Proposals Map defines village envelopes, and those are not proposed to be altered at 
this stage for the villages listed above, although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined. Villages and hamlets which are not referred to in this 
policy (including a number referred to in the Local Plan) are defined as open countryside, with no village envelopes applying and to which the next policy provides 
relevant guidance.

Note:

1. The inserted wording "within defined village envelopes" clarifies an otherwise ambiguity location of potential development. 

2. The withdrawal of the wording "although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined" also avoids an ambiguity which appears to be in conflict 
with the earlier part of the sentence.

3. Neighbourhood Plans should identify any potential exception sites together with the social/business reasons relevant to the community in each case.

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21260 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21273 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21275 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21279 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Your plans do nothing to protect Bishopsteignton - so more fancy but false words - you plan to eat into our parish with the extension of teignmouth - your plans do 
nothing to preserve the breaks between our village and Newton or Teignmouth and your definition of limted development is rediculous - the plots on your plan 
easily equate to a 10 - 20% increas ein our village population - limited? i think not..... The sites and the kind of developments seen recently and one can only assume 
likely will clearly NOT be affordable

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21283 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teign Estuary Protection Society (TEPS)
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Teign Estuary Protection Society (TEPS)Consultee ID: 21299 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

The following settlements are defined as villages, having close access to a shop, public house, village hall, school, and daily public transport services;

Abbotskerswell, Bickington, Bishopsteignton, Broadhempston, Chudleigh Knighton, Cockwood, Denbury, Doddiscombsleigh, Exminster, Ide, Ipplepen, Kennford, 
Kenton, Liverton, Shaldon/Ringmore, Starcross, Stokeinteignhead,
Tedburn St Mary.

Changes in the provision of village services will be monitored and may lead to this list being reviewed.

These defined villages will be appropriate locations for limited development, within defined village envelopes, which meets their social and economic needs, 
protects their rural character and is consistent with the need to minimise travel.
Emphasis will be on the provision of affordable housing, employment, services, facilities, environmental enhancements and to small scale development brought 
forward through Neighbourhood Plans.

The plan focuses development on the urban areas as the most sustainable locations for new residents and workers. Therefore there are no specific proposals in this 
plan for the villages. Instead, subject to retaining their local services, small scale proposals which meet local needs and conform with the policy should continue to 
come forward. The list above is subject to further assessment. The Local Plan Proposals Map defines village envelopes, and those are not proposed to be altered at 
this stage for the villages listed above.  Villages and hamlets which are not referred to in this policy (including a number referred to in the Local Plan) are defined as 
open countryside, with no village envelopes applying and to which the next policy provides relevant guidance. 

Note:
1. The inserted wording "within defined village envelopes" clarifies an otherwise ambiguity location of potential development.
2. The withdrawal of the  wording "although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined" also avoids an ambiguity which appears to be in conflict 
with the earlier part of the sentence.
3. Neighbourhood Plans should identify any potential exception sites together with the social business reasons relevant to the community in each case.

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21322 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

See comments on Tourism. Villages need to be helped to manage traffic congestion problems in busy tourism periods, especially if extended seasons are being 
contemplated. Need better access, subsidised if necessary,via the provision of Park & Ride schemes, more use of Ferry services in the Teign Estuary.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Develop better transport policies for rural areas. Get the Supermarket chains to fund more and better transport services - they make massive profits just selling 
manufactured goods and foodsuffs produced by others so they need to assist in the greener movement of their customers to and from their premises and 
elsewhere.

Consultee ID: 21323 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21326 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21329 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21330 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21332 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21337 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

On what basis would new settlement limits need to be defined?

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21353 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Generally not a bad policy but I'd like to see some more safeguards against housebuilding everywhere. Re Bishopsteignton: we have had a lot of homes built over 
the last few years and I fear for even more. The village will lose its character, the school is already oversubscribed and the village centre can get congested. The 
coastal preservation zone should be retained and current agricultural land be retained as such, not built upon. The village should stay distinct from Teignmouth and 
from Kingsteignton. This plan should include preservation zones.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21356 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21397 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21409 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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The following settlements are defined as villages, having close access to a shop, public house, village hall, school, and daily public transport services; 
Abbotskerswell, Bickington, Bishopsteignton, Broadhempston, Chudleigh Knighton, Cockwood, Denbury, Doddiscombsleigh, Exminster, Ide, Ipplepen, Kennford, 
Kenton, Liverton, Shaldon/Ringmore, Starcross,  Stokeinteignhead, Tedburn St Mary.

Changes in the provision of village services will be monitored and may lead to this list being reviewed.

These defined villages will be appropriate locations for limited development, within defined village envelopes, which meets their social and economic needs, 
protects their rural character and is consistent with the need to minimise travel.
Emphasis will be on the provision of affordable housing, employment, services, facilities, environmental enhancements and to small scale development brought 
forward through Neighbourhood Plans.

The plan focuses development on the urban areas as the most sustainable locations for new residents and workers. Therefore there are no specific proposals in this 
plan for the villages. Instead, subject to retaining their local services, small scale proposals which meet local needs and conform with the policy should continue to 
come forward. The list above is subject to further assessment. The Local Plan Proposals Map defines village envelopes, and those are not opposed to be altered at 
this stage for the villages listed above,  although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined.   Villages and hamlets which are not referred to in this 
policy (including a number referred to in the Local Plan) are defined as open countryside, with no village envelopes applying and to which the next policy provides 
relevant guidance.

Note:

1. The inserted wording "within defined village envelopes" clarifies an otherwise ambiguity regarding location of potential  development.
2. The withdrawal of the wording "although in some cases new settlement limits will need to be defined" also avoids an ambiguity which appears to be in conflict 
with the earlier part of the sentence.
3. Neighbourhood Plans should identify any potential exception sites together with the social/business reasons relevant to the community in each case.

Heritage Developments South West LtdConsultee ID: 21413 Agent: Bell Cornwell LLP

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Support is given for the definition as ‘Villages’ of settlements which demonstrate close access to key services and facilities including inter alia, shop, public house, 
village hall, school and daily public transport services. Support is also given to the recognition that such villages are appropriate locations for limited development. 
However objection is made because the policy does not go far enough in encouraging development which would support the maintenance/retention of existing 
facilities and services or make provision for new facilities and which as a result would support Policy S8 in retaining and improving self-containment in the longer 
term. The absence of Neighbourhood Plans should not be allowed to delay necessary development and therefore where the support of the local community should 
be considered acceptable.

It is therefore proposed that Policy S21 be amended to read:

“Support and encouragement will be given to proposals which improve the self-containment of communities including those which support the retention of 

Organisation
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existing facilities through additional housing development. … Emphasis will be on the provision of …. brought forward through Neighbourhood Plans or in their 
absence, supported by the local community.

Change To Policy:

Cavanna HomesConsultee ID: 21430 Agent: Savills

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We consider that, whilst Policy S21 does not allocate specific suitable sites for residential development at villages, the Policy should allocate strategic housing 
numbers to the rural villages in order to meet the existing housing needs in these areas.

We would again emphasise that the various development needs of the Teignbridge villages must be addressed and this will need to be ensured through the 
allocation, albeit limited, of strategic housing growth spread across the villages identified under Policy S21.

There is no reason why further development cannot go to other sustainable locations in the District outside of the main settlements e.g. villages like 
Bishopsteignton with public transport links and a reasonable level of services. Bishopsteignton, should be identified as a settlement within Teignbridge where there 
should be an element of growth commensurate with its existing role and function. To deny such growth would directly act against delivery of housing to meet 
identified housing needs.

Assuming a lack of available land within the existing village, provision of affordable housing to meet the identified need will be provided by way of an exception site 
for 100% affordable housing or through a small housing development incorporating a percentage of affordable units. The former obviously relies on a landowner 
willing to forego an element of hope value accruing from the possibility of open market units being provided on the site. Understandably, the more common 
delivery mechanism is for the affordable units to be provided as part of a larger housing scheme.

Therefore, the Council should consider the allocation of housing between the villages identified in Policy S21 to reflect the sustainability of certain villages in terms 
of accessibility, range of services and location. In particular, we consider that Policy S21 should allocate a higher level of growth to Bishopsteignton to reflect the 
potential for self containment to increase in the village.

Bishopsteignton has a population of just under 2,500 (2001 Census) and is located 4 km east of Newton Abbot which provides access to a range of regional facilities 
as well as mainline rail services. Bishopsteignton, alongside Abbotskerswell, is considered to be the closest and best connected to the principal urban area of 
Newton Abbot.

The village is served by regular bus services to the wider area. Service number 2 connects the village to Newton Abbot (via Kingsteignton) to the west and 
Teignmouth to the east. This service runs regularly, with journey times of 30mins (Newton Abbot) and 18mins (Teignmouth). Service number 2 also provides 
connections to Exeter to the north.

In addition, of all the villages, Bishopsteignton has one of the highest range of services and facilities serving the local population. In terms of facilities, the following 
can be found in Bishopsteignton:

Organisation
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- Primary School 
- Village shop 
- Post office 
- Chemist 
- Garage 
- Garden centre 
- Vineyard 
- Pubs
- Hotel and restaurant 
- 3 churches 
- Community Hall

The Council should reconsider the approach to Policy S21, and the distribution of residential development, to give priority to the most sustainable rural locations. It 
is vital that villages such as Bishopsteignton are given the opportunity to enhance their self containment and overall sustainability. We consider that 
Bishopsteignton should attract additional residential development, higher than the “limited development” currently stated in Policy S21, and the land south west of 
the village (see enclosed site location plan) is the most appropriate site to accommodate the growth.

Under the adopted Local Plan Proposals Maps the site falls within an Area of Great Landscape Value and within a Coastal Preservation Area due to the location 
outside, but adjacent to, the settlement boundary. However, all of the land surrounding the village is covered by these policy designations, which would need to be 
addressed as part of a development proposal.

Whilst the site is adjacent but outside the settlement boundary, it is considered that there are currently a lack of available sites within the village, and therefore it 
will be necessary to allocate sufficient land for future development on sites adjacent to the settlement boundary. By providing an extension to the south west of 
the village, this will avoid putting pressure on the existing urban area to accommodate future residential development. PPS3 requires that sites for housing are 
suitable, available, achievable and therefore deliverable.

The site was put forward as part of the District Council Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment process, and the enclosed extract from the subsequent 
SHLAA Report (March 2010) shows the site as being suitable, available and achievable.

The site is located to the south west of the village and adjoins existing housing on Teign Close and Forder Lane. Overall the site identified covers 2.14 ha. The site is 
well related to the village boundary. Considerations relating to location and visual impact would suggest suitability for a small housing development of around 40 – 
50 dwellings, along with public open space and landscaping.

The site is closely located to local bus stops with closest bus stops located 200 metres to the west of the site on the A381 / Forder lane junction, or 340 metres to 
the east on the A381 / Cockhaven Road junction. In addition, local services and facilities in the village are within easy walking distance of the site. As a result, there 
are opportunities to reduce the need to travel and increase the self containment of Bishopsteignton through the allocation of future development.

In summary, we consider that:
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- Bishopsteignton, should be identified as a settlement within Teignbridge where there should be an element of growth commensurate with its existing role and 
function
-  The identified site (see enclosed site location plan) should be allocated as the most appropriate location to provide growth in the village, with an allocation for 
development comprising open market and affordable housing, public open space and landscaping.

We request that the Council carefully consider the above comments in preparing the next draft of the Core Strategy, with particular attention to the level of 
housing allocated to the most sustainable villages such as Bishopsteignton, and the ability of land at Forder Lane to accommodate this growth.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21445 Agent: D2 Planning Limited

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Support is given to the identification of Broadhempston as a village which has potential for additional residential development to meet their social and economic 
needs.

Objections are however lodged to the policy on the basis that it makes reference to ‘limited development’ being appropriate within these villages.  There is no 
definition of limited development either within the policy or supporting text.  In any event, it is considered that the level of development for this village should be 
based on a thorough assessment of the capacity of each village and the availability and deliverability of suitable sites.  With specific regard to Broadhempston land 
at Ashwick Court is considered suitable for residential development and this was the conclusion of the SHLAA which stated:

“The site is surrounded by existing residential development to the south, west and east.  The site lies adjacent to the existing Village Envelope Boundary of 
Broadhempston and development of the site would be in keeping with surrounding land uses.  Land to the north of the site is primarily agricultural use.”

“the site is considered suitable and no significant issues were identified through suitability testing.”

As stated in respect of our representations on Policy S4 Land for New Homes there is a requirement to identify additional land to meet the housing need in the 
Distinct.  This site is ideally placed to meet part of that requirement.  There is no reason why the Core Strategy should delay identification of sites in villages such as 
Broadhempston when the housing needs are so acute.

Change To Policy:

i) Support given to the identification of Broadhempston as a village capable of accommodating additional residential development;
ii) Delete the reference to limited development in the policy;
iii) Identify land at Ashwick Court Broadhempston for residential development.

Individual

The Garden Centre GroupConsultee ID: 21484 Agent: Gregory Gray Associates

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Organisation
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Policy Response:

The plan makes no specific proposals for housing development in the villages and the countryside but instead sets out the approach to proposals for rural housing 
in the Well Being chapter of the consolation document. This approach makes reference to, amongst others, policy regarding the monitoring and management of 
the Housing Plan and affordable housing targets.

Our client considers that to avoid creating disparity between the urban and the rural areas, specific proposals for housing development in the villages and the 
countryside should be considered now rather than later on in the development plan process. While making provision for the distribution of housing development, 
the Core Strategy should include specific proposals in the villages and the countryside, to which our client would like their site to be considered.

Jacks Patch Nursery & Garden Centre currently falls within the countryside and our client is keen to promote the site for a C2 or C3 use. The site is seen to act as a 
natural expansion to the existing village settlement to the north, Bishopsteignton, and is deemed to be suitable to accommodate for the identified need set out in 
the consultation document, due to its previously developed nature, the extent of this development and the sustainable location, with good access to public 
transport services and existing infrastructure.

The site is a major development in the countryside, covering a significant area (15.28 acres). Should an alternative use be considered and supported the existing 
footprint could be reduced, thus reducing the overall impact of the development.

Our client considers that a major developed site such as this one should be acknowledged within the Core Strategy to reflect the level of development and the 
opportunity for additional development in line with the emerging NPPF. For the reasons highlighted, our client would like to see the site included within the 
Bishopsteignton village settlement boundary.

Change To Policy:

Cockwood Residents' AssociationConsultee ID: 21506 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Introduction
1.1 This residents’ association has been formed since the publication of the Dawlish Parish Neighbourhood Plan, dated September 2011, and in large part as a result 
of residents’ expressed concerns about the way the initial proposal could have impacted on the Cockwood area.
1.2 Consultations carried out by committee members determined that in addition to Cockwood, Middlewood and Westwood, the Cockwood Residents’ Association 
(CRA) is to include residents in Cofton, St. Mary’s Cottages and Eastdon.
1.3 Membership of the CRA is open to all residents in this area. The declared aim is to provide a forum for debating issues of local concern and a means of 
representing our interests to other stakeholders and decision-makers.
1.4 The immediate objective we set ourselves was to provide a reasoned and useful contribution to the Dawlish Parish Neighbourhood Plan. Beyond that 
immediate objective we have determined that the association will continue to represent the community’s views.

Cockwood concerns
2.1 The aesthetic value of the harbour setting and of the village is recognised in the Conservation Area Character Statement for Cockwood, endorsed by 

Organisation
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Teignbridge Planning Committee in December 2000. CRA believes it would be in the interests of Dawlish Parish broadly to sustain the distinct character and 
environment of the Cockwood neighbourhood.
2.2 As it has evolved, Cockwood has happily struck a fair balance between being a desirable residential community and an attractive venue for visitors. This state of 
affairs should not be carelessly put at risk, since to do so would have important implications for employment and local businesses as well as for the inhabitants.
2.3 The needs of individuals and businesses alike are not static. This is not therefore a plea for no change. With anticipated housing needs, locally and nationally, 
permission for some development seems likely to be sought. CRA believes that the merits of any such proposals should be carefully considered, and that each 
planning decision should seek:
- to maintain and preferably enhance the quality and character of the neighbourhood;
- not to overwhelm the relatively modest scale of the settlements which make up the Cockwood community;
- to retain the separate physical entities of those settlements and avoid ribbon development;
- to favour proposals which could enhance and broaden employment opportunities within the neighbourhood without unduly putting at risk the prior objectives;
- to encourage the planning authorities to deal with initial applications on true merit, and discourage professional planning consultants seeking a much larger 
development from which they bargain downwards, and that the planning authorities make it known that this practice will be treated disadvantageously.
2.4 CRA believes that residential development should not be sanctioned on the basis that the locality is popular and that ‘people want to move here’. Neither 
should it be justified on the basis that new ‘affordable’ housing is required to meet the needs of other towns and villages in the area. To accept these arguments 
would be to deny economic resources to needy but less popular areas. It would risk eroding those attributes which, at present, make the area desirable, and 
making the problem of housing need worse in future generations
2.5 CRA accepts the need for an appropriate provision of affordable housing in its neighbourhood, but believes this should be proportionate to the local need and 
that the affordable housing should be an integral part of the existing settlements.
2.6 Despite the physical limitations of the topography, road network and limited local services, Cockwood’s residential development has continued at a modest 
pace over the past two decades. CRA believes that its preferred objectives would allow and encourage the quality and volume of development to necessary to 
deliver its proportionate share of the national housing requirement over the next 20 years.
2.7 Local employment is sustained by a primary school, two public houses, an entertainment equipment company, and a caravan, motor-home and camping 
holiday park. CRA believes that in the era of easy internet-based communication, the area could benefit economically and socially from the addition of some small-
scale creative or similar enterprises.
2.8 Cockwood lost its own village shop a decade ago. The CRA would not be averse to a modestly-scaled replacement. However the development of the holiday 
camp shop, together with the Starcross convenience store and the new Dawlish Sainsbury’s would seem to meet most of the community’s basic local shopping 
needs satisfactorily. For some, the drawback is the difficulty in travelling.
2.9 Parking facilities in the Cockwood area are limited. The shortage of space for parked cars naturally peaks during the summer holiday period, and the effects of 
the shortage are felt principally in the vicinity of the village’s two public houses. As well as slowing or stopping local or through traffic, the congestion also risks 
preventing access for emergency vehicles. Granting permission to extend the Anchor pub’s capacity has increased demand for parking. At the same time the 
decision to re-route the Number 2 bus service away from Cockwood, and eliminate the route between Cockwood, Eastdon and Dawlish Warren, acts as a 
disincentive to people to travel to the two public houses by bus. However the opening of the path for cyclists and pedestrians enables people holidaying at the 
Warren to journey to Cockwood without the use of cars. CRA believes it would be inappropriate to restrict on-road parking by a system of road markings and 
penalties. CRA is pursuing the possibility of some off-road parking; working collaboratively with the village school to encourage motoring parents to observe parking 
rules; and seeking to devise some limited and discreet signage that would appeal to motorists to park more responsibly and not to obstruct access for emergency 
vehicles.
2.10 Cockwood is already to some degree a dormitory village for Exeter and other urban settlements. This is natural and will continue. However, given climate 
change and other environmental concerns, CRA believes that planning policy should not allow development in this area to serve the housing needs of other areas 
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which are seeking to enhance their economic activity but lack the ability to house the people that that economic activity would require. Conversely, if suitable 
additional employment opportunities were created in this area, pressures on the road network would be eased as fewer people would need to commute to their 
place of work.
2.11 Our direct concern is in our own area of representation, but life in Cockwood will be directly impacted by planning decisions in the wider area. So whilst our 
views relate specifically to Cockwood, the CRA believes the underlying principles are generally applicable across the Dawlish Neighbourhood Plan area. We will 
therefore seek to persuade other stakeholders in that plan of their merits.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21520 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Village envelopes are not defined and therefore villages are not protected from uncontrolled expansion.  Of particular concern in this regard is that the plan 
erroneously cites "Shaldon/Ringmore" as though it were a single village. Shaldon and Ringmore are in fact  two separate villages that happen to share a parish. The 
two villages have very different characters, and I strongly object to any planning policy which does not protect all the district's villages and the natural separation 
between them.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21568 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Alterations to Teignbridge village envelopes during the period covered by the Core Strategy Residents need to know that their Neighbourhood Plans will have 
sufficient clout. Our MP has assured us that they will have clout.  We would like to see this reflected in the Core Strategy.                                              

The Core Strategy therefore needs to define parameters : 

existing envelopes should be clearly shown and defined in the Strategy itself
not sufficient simply to make reference to another document
an explicit commitment needed that changes to village envelopes will not be made during the period covered by the Core Strategy unless included in 
Neighbourhood Plans

Change To Policy:

Individual

Eagle One Ltd & Eagle One Homes LtdConsultee ID: 21572 Agent: PCL Planning

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Organisation
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The dependence upon Neighbourhood Plans to be delivered via inappropriately funded Parish Councils is not considered appropriate with regard to the delivery of 
the objectives of this policy. Concern over the resources necessary to deliver this approach has also been expressed in the national planning press.

As an alternative the Council should consider the less resource hungry approach of working via Parish Councils to deliver a tested Allocations DPD for villages.

Change To Policy:
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